The Covington church of Christ is proud to present the film 'Is Genesis History'. The film is
the first step on a journey toward understanding the history of the Earth according to
Genesis. Follow Del Tackett as he travels across the continent with over a dozen scientists
and scholars to see fascinating new evidence for creation and a global flood.
We invite you to share in the experience of this epic movie.
Select a convenient time below, bring the family, no admission cost.

Covington church of Christ
1690 Highway 51 South
Covington, TN 38019

Friday, January 18th – 7pm
Saturday, January 19th – 7pm
Sunday, January 20th – 2pm
Is Genesis History? features over a dozen scientists and scholars explaining how the world intersects with
the history recorded in Genesis. From rock layers to fossils, from lions to stars, from the Bible to artifacts,
this fascinating film will change the way you see the world. The film’s goal is to provide a reasonable case
for Creation in six normal days, a real Adam and Eve, an actual fall, a global flood, and a tower of Babel. Dr.
Del Tackett, creator of The Truth Project, serves as your guide—hiking through canyons, climbing up
mountains, and diving below the sea—in an exploration of two competing views … one compelling truth.
“An engrossing primer on why we
can feel confident believing the
Bible’s account of creation.”
World Magazine
“An impressive documentary. Del
Tackett takes you on an inspiring
journey that is sure to educate and
encourage you.” – Kirk Cameron

“Will strengthen confidence in
Scripture, clarify understanding of the
relationships of revelation, science,
history, and faith, and enhance
understanding of difficult questions all
while being both beautiful and
entertaining.” – E. Calvin Beisner, PhD

“Attempts to deal with that one
simple question: Is the biblical
account of creation and flood meant
to be understood as history? And
does the world give evidence of
recent creation and catastrophic
flood? Host Del Tackett tackles these
questions head-on and does so in a
compelling way.” – Tim Challies

